
4 UNFORGETTABLE DAYS 

TOUR ITINERARY* 

DAY 1 

Meeting in the airport, transfer to the hotel and check-in.  

City tour in the capital of Armenia - Yerevan - one of the oldest continuously 

inhabited cities in the world and the only one, that has a "Birth Certificate" at 

the Erebuni Fortress - a cuneiform inscription left by King Argishti I on a basalt stone 

slab about the foundation of the city in 782 BC. Yerevan is often pegged as the "Pink 

City" because of the colour of the stone used to build much of the city centre. 

Another name of Yerevan is "Open-air Museum", the reason of which you will 

understand upon your visit. 

          

We will start the City tour from visiting Cascade Monument. An open staircase is 

about 500 meters high and 50 meters wide. From the top of the monument opens up a 

breathtaking city view with Opera House, Mount Ararat, Swan Lake, Republic Square 
and posh Northern Avenue  around, which you will also walk by during the tour. 

Our next stop will be the Matenadaran, which means a "book-depository" in ancient 

Armenian. Indeed, Matenadaran is the pride of Armenian culture, the world's largest 

storage of ancient manuscripts. In fact, it is a scientific research institute of ancient 

manuscripts which stores more than 17 thousand ancient manuscripts and more than 

100 thousand ancient archival documents. 

After enjoying a traditional Armenian lunch in a restaurant, we will continue our tour 

in the famous Ararat Brandy Company, which is the oldest one  in the country, 

opened in 1887 by merchant Nerses Tairyants. It later became the supplier of His 

Imperial Majesty’s court and since then the world-renowned brandy has been 

admired by many celebrities, among them Frank Sinatra, Agatha Christie and 

Winston Churchill. We will have a tour in distillery, which includes a tasting. The 
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tour takes place in the in-house museum, where visitors learn about the history of the 

company and the making of this fine alcohol. 

               

Let us organize your evening leisure time due to your preferences - Jazz club or 

Classical music restaurant, Wine house or Folk Armenian music and dance, or just 

having a pleasant walk in Yerevan admiring the dance of fountains in the Republic 

Square.   

 

DAY 2 

After the breakfast in the hotel we will leave for an incredible ancient Armenian 

cliff-cut Geghard Monastery (included in UNESCO World Heritage List), partly 

carved out of a mountain. Though the monastery has been around since the 4th 

century, the main cathedral was built in 1215. The monastery is located literally at 

the end of the road. From here you walk up a path which has a few vendors of 

souvenirs and snacks (try the sweet "sujukh", sweet lavash and gata if you have never 

tasted them before). You then reach the entrance to the compound which is 

surrounded by high walls on three sides and the mountain on the fourth. Inside, you 

can enter the churches which are interconnected. We will have a Tea with Armenian 

herbs and Armenian Coffee with traditional sweets in the nearby Azat Canyon 

(included in UNESCO World Heritage List). 

Our next stop will be Garni - the only survived pagan temple in Transcaucasia built in 

the I century. We will also descend to Garni Gorge to admire a nature-created marvel 

the Symphony of Stones. You will participate in the process of baking lavash - the 

traditional Armenian bread made in tonir (included in UNESCO World Heritage 

List). After, you will taste it with traditional Armenian cheese and fresh greens. We 

will have a dinner in a restaurant hanging on the canyon with an incredible view.  

 



          

We will continue our way to the Holy See of Etchmiadzin - the first Christian 

monastery of the world (301-303 A.D.) and the residence of the Holy Patriarch of 

Armenia.  

On our way to Yerevan we will visit VII c. Zvartnots Cathedral - the place of celestial 

angels. 

 

DAY 3 

 

After the breakfast in the hotel we will head to the Haghartsin Monastery Complex in 

the famous resort city Dilijan. A magnificent pearl warmly embraced within the 

green ring of nature – this is how the Haghartsin Monastery and its surrounding 

landscape appear to every visitor. It’s where people see a perfect harmony of 

untouched nature and splendid architecture where the human creativity and efforts 

only added to the overall beauty of the entire territory. 

                

Our next stop will be in the Lake Sevan  - "Jewel of Armenia", where we will visit 2 

Monasteries on top of Sevan Peninsula. The largest lake in the Caucasus, it's also one 

of the largest freshwater high-altitude lakes in the world. Its colours and shades 

change with the weather and by its own mysterious processes, from  dazzling azure to 

dark blue and a thousand shades in between. The lake supports a healthy fish 

population, including the endangered Ishkhan (prince trout), named for a row of 



spots like a crown on its head. Other species include introduced crayfish and Sig 

(white fish).We will have a lunch in a restaurant with wonderful view of the lake and 

have the pleasure to enjoy some tasty freshwater fish. After, we will have a nice trip 

on board of a sailboat  and visit the island inhabited with endemic sea-gulls called 

Larus Armenicus. Return to Yervan. 

DAY 4 

We will visit to one of the most sacred places of Armenia - Khor Virap, where patron 

Saint  and the first official head of the Armenian Apostolic Church Gregory the 

Illuminator  (257 – 331 A.D.) was imprisoned for 13 years. You will enjoy the 

magnificent view of mount Ararat from the closest location. After we will head to the 

village Areni - the cradle of winegrowing and winemaking. We will visit one of the 

wineries in Areni, where you can see how the wine is being made and kept, taste 

different wines.  

We will have lunch in the restaurant where we will see how the traditional 

Armenian barbeque is made in tonir (hearth).  A visit to one of the wonders of the 

Armenian architecture - Noravank Monastery, built from nearby cliff stones being in 

a full harmony with the surrounding red mountains.  

     

We will also visit Areni-1 cave complex, where the world's oldest 6100-year-old 
winery was discovered. The winery consists of fermentation vats, a wine press, 

storage jars, pottery shards. In addition to these discoveries grape seeds, remains of 

pressed grapes, prunes, walnuts, desiccated vines and a number of drinking cups were 

found. 
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Farewell dinner with traditional Armenian meals accompanied with authentic music 

and dance.  

Transfer to airport, sincere long hugs and tears with promises to meet again! 

  

* - Depending on your arrival and departure time, the schedule may have some 

changes. Besides, we always take into consideration your preferences, so the itinerary 

can be customized due to it.   
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